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Introduction
The Australian rail industry has a long history
intertwined with Australia’s history and progress. Over
the years, the energy and enterprise of the private
sector has resulted in the Australian rail sector
emerging as significant source of development and
innovation for the global rail sector.
India is one of the world’s largest and fastest growing
economies. Its own railways play a significant role
in this remarkable growth story. With colonial roots,
just like in Australia, the railways in India are now a
formidable part of India’s national infrastructure. As
such, it is also among the top five markets for global
rail suppliers.

The pitch of activity in
the rail sector in India is a
beacon for the Australian
rail industry to take note
of the potential export
opportunities that exist in
the near and long term.
Austrade has commissioned this report to assist
Australian rail suppliers to take a first step towards
understanding the potential opportunities for them in
India. This report seeks to introduce the Indian Rail
Industry. It also lays out the areas of high interest to
Australian rail suppliers linked to proven Australian
expertise and capabilities and the overall commercial
opportunity that is potentially accessible. The report
further suggests strategies and approaches to
maximise the potential for success.
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Indian Railways
A Large, Growing
and Open Rail Market

INDIAN RAILWAYS NETWORK:
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Indian Railways is one of the oldest and largest rail
networks in the world.

TRACK LENGTH OF

The British founded it in 1853, when Indian Railways
began its stretch of 53 Km between Mumbai and
Thane.

68,525 KM

Today, it is the world’s largest railway network under a
single management. Currently, Indian Railways is the
national railway system operated by the Ministry of
Railways, Government of India (GOI).

12,617 KM

It moves a massive number of people and freight
across the length and breadth of this vast nation every
day.

PASSENGER TRAIN

The Railways is truly a lifeline
of India as it plies 23 million
travellers and 3 million tonnes
of freight every day, across
the country.

7,421

FREIGHT TRAINS

7, 349

The rail sector in India is significantly diverse. While
Indian Railways continues to be the dominant player in
the sector with full ownership and operational control
of the main passenger and freight segments, state, city
and public-private owned and operated commuter rail
networks are proliferating across the country.

STATIONS

69,322

COACHES
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0.278 Mn
WAGONS

11,461

LOCOMOTIVES
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SOURCE: IBEF REPORT ON INDIAN RAILWAYS, 2018
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INDIAN RAILWAYS comparison with
the top 10 countries’ rail networks
TRACK LENGTH (KM)

Indian Railways is among the largest railways in the
world. On the world map, it ranks fifth with a track length
of 68,525 Km. It is the second largest when measured
on Passenger Kilometres and the fourth in Freight
Kilometres. In 2017-18, it carried 8.26 billion passengers,
the highest in the world and transported 1.16 billion
tonnes of freight. It is the eight-largest employer in the
world with a workforce of 1.308 million employees.

PASSENGER TRANSPORT RAIL, PASSENGER-KILOMETRES (MILLION, 2015)
China

Russia
France
Germany

1143039
120544
104422
91603

293564

China

124000

Russia

87157

Canada

77932

India

68525

Germany

43468

Australia

36968

Argentina

36917

Brazil

29850

France

29640

FREIGHT TRANSPORT RAIL, TONNE-KILOMETRES (MILLION, 2015)
1196060

India

United States

United States

2547258

China

2375430

Russia

2305945
654481

India
401600

Australia

Australia

Canada

United States

Germany

Canada

France

282780
116632
34252

Argentia NA

Argentina

NA

Brazil NA

Brazil

NA

SOURCE: CIA FACT BOOK, OECD REPORT (2015 DATA)
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The railways is a critical part of India’s national and economic infrastructure. It keeps the nation
together and keeps India moving. Being an integral part of the country’s socio-economic
infrastructure, it is heavily subsidised to make rail travel accessible and affordable to millions of
Indians. Much of this subsidy is funded by freight traffic.

Indian Railways total revenue by segment (Revenue Breakup - FY18)

5%

2%

SUNDRY

OTHER COACHING

Railways in India - key operating segments

AUD 1. 43 BILLION

AUD 0. 72 BILLION

FREIGHT

27%

PASSENGER
•

Transports over 23 million
passengers everyday

•

Passenger traffic between
April 2017 and March
2018: 8,286.95 million

•

Expected to increase to
15180 million by FY20

COMMUTER
•

Suburban rail: Accounts
to about 7.1% of the Indian
Railways’ train kilometres
and contributes 53.2% of
all railway passengers

•

Rapid transit (Metro): 425
kilometres of operational
Metro lines amongst
369 stations, there are 11
Metro systems currently
operating in 10 cities in
India. Attracted to Public
Private Partnerships (PPP),
foreign companies like
Bombardier and ALSTOM
have been extensively
involved

•

FREIGHT
•

Transports goods
such as mineral ores,
iron, steel, fertilizers,
petrochemicals and
agricultural produce

•

Freight traffic between
April 2017 and March
2018: 1,159.57 million
tonnes

•

Freight rail to reach
2,165 million tonnes in
FY20 and targets to
triple to 3.3 billion by
2030

Mono rail and light rail:
Feeder services to the
metro, under the planning
stages in major cities

SOURCE: IBEF REPORT ON INDIAN RAILWAYS, 2018

Indian Railways has three primary sources of revenue:
•
Internal resources: Primary source being freight and passenger traffic
•
Budgetary support from the central government
•
Extra budgetary resources such as market borrowings and institutional financing

Revenue from internal resources of freight and
passenger has grown at a compounded annual rate of
9.66% with freight constituting 65.5% of the revenue.
9
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AUD 19. 46 BILLION

PASSENGER

AUD 8. 09 BILLION

66%

TOTAL

AUD 29.70
BILLION

SOURCE: IBEF REPORT JULY 2018
(EXCHANGE RATE: 1 USD = 1.369 AUD)

While Indian Railways is one of the largest in the world, it has been facing issues with maintaining
and increasing revenue growth. They have now undertaken several measures to boost revenue in
both the passenger and freight rail segments.
In the passenger rail segment, new trains have started along with the introduction of premium trains
running at dynamic pricing. Special trains run during peak seasons to leverage the increase in
passenger demand and traffic.
In the freight segment, Indian Railways has withdrawn the port congestion charges and reduced the
distance of mini rakes.
They are also planning to introduce a number on non-fare revenue earning streams like advertising at
stations, train branding and the rail-radio schemes that will increase their overall revenue.

The Railway Budget for 2018 has a significant focus
on modernisation and expansion. This comes on the
back of a clear mandate laid out by the Government to
improve overall service quality and revenue for Indian
Railways.
Tracks to India: Opportunities in the Indian Railway Sector
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Indian Railways is lead by a Chairman and houses a seven member Railway Board. The Chairman
reports to the Ministry of Railways (MOR). 17 geographically based Zonal Railway Authorities (ZR)
deliver the Indian Railways infrastructure and services. These zones are further sub-divided into 68
operating divisions, who are responsible for the operation and maintenance of the assets of Indian
Railways. A number of units like engineering, signal and communication, stores, personnel, safety and
security and accounts come under the divisions that are headed by Divisional Railway Managers.
Indian Railways also has within its direct control, several specialist organisations. These provide
specialised skills and competence ranging from commercial support, funding and planning to project
management, construction and operations.

Indian Railways Subsidiaries
Financing, construction and project implementation

•
•
•
•

Indian Railway Finance Corporation (IRFC)
RITES Limited
IRCON International Limited
Railway Vikas Nigam Limited

Upgrading, Modernising and Expanding Rapidly
Indian Railways operates in a competitive, free market environment and there is an increasing need
to modernise and upgrade the railways. This is to improve their efficiency, service, profitability and the
overall competitiveness.

This is clearly seen with the Railway budget for 2018,
which has seen the largest budgetary allocation for the
railways so far. There was threefold increase in capital
expenditure , with the capital expenditure outlay
amounting to AUD 29.3 billion for the year. This is a
24% increase from the 2017-18 revised estimates.
A quantum leap in the capital expenditure outlay demonstrates a strong drive to transform Indian
Railways into a modern, high-tech rail system to achieve sustained results.
There are several projects like station redevelopment, electrification, doubling certain line works and
gauge conversion, have been initiated to improve infrastructure and eliminate capacity constraints.
This expansion and modernisation require Indian Railways to access world-class technology and
expertise in addition to developing indigenous solutions to specific challenges.

Land and station development

•
•

Rail Land Development Authority
Indian Railway Stations Development
Corporation (IRSDC)

Strategic focus on up gradation of infrastructure and quality of services in the Indian Railways budget 2018-19

•
•

Rail Infrastructure

•
•

Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India
Ltd. (DFCCIL)
Pipavav Railway Corporation Limited (PRCL)

PASSENGER

•

Container Operations

•

Container Corporation of India Ltd (CONCOR)
•
•

IT and communications

•
•

•
•
•

State of the art, world class train sets
Institute to be set up in Vadodara, Gujarat - to train manpower for high
speed rail projects
600 major stations to be redeveloped
CCTV cameras, Wifi on all trains and stations
Focus on safety, track maintenance given importance. “Fog safe” and
“Train protection and warning system” to be used
Escalators on stations with footfalls more than 25000 passengers

Centre for Railway Information System (CRIS)
RailTel Corporation of India Ltd. (RCIL)

FREIGHT

•

Increase in freight loading - 1165 MT to 1216 MT
Augmenting goods movement, increase in wagon numbers from 7,120
in 2017 to 12,000 in 2018-19
East and west freight corridors work-in-progress

Catering and tourism

•

Indian Railway Catering and Tourism
Corporation (Indian RailwaysCTC)
•
•
COMMUTER
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In Bengaluru, sub-urban train coverage will be increased by 160
kilometres at an estimated cost of AUD 3.3 billion
In Mumbai, an additional 150 kilometres of sub-urban network has been
planned, including elevated corridors at a cost of about AUD 7.8 billion.
90 kilometres of double track line at the cost of AUD 2.17 billion
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The current urban development trend is of cities taking up their own commuter rail projects. Over
42 metro and MRT projects are in various stages of operation and development across India’s major
urban centres. The Indian Railways plays a diminishing role in commuter and MRT projects. However,
there are several ongoing projects to modernise the existing suburban rail systems and develop new
long-distance commuter corridors.

Open for International Business
Over the years, Indian Railways has developed significant internal capabilities across all functional
areas. It is a leading player in developing the rail infrastructure in many developing countries.
Organizations like CONCOR, DFCCIL, RVNL and RailTel have been playing a leading role in
contributing to the development of the railways in India.

However, given the rail development agenda for India
over the next decade, there are several capability gaps,
which have been identified. Many foreign companies
and countries have come forward to help fill these
gaps and leverage the growing market that the Indian
Railways has to offer. The Railways in India provide a
significant opportunity for the global rail industry
Areas opened for Foreign Direct Investment in the Indian Railways

Given the scale of expansion plans and budgetary
allocation, the rail market in India has emerged as
one of the top global markets for rail suppliers from
around the world.
India stood fourth in rail infrastructure investment against the top seven countries in the world. These
numbers and the commitment to better railway systems, infrastructure and quality of service has only
grown over the years, making India an attractive market for suppliers around the world.
Comparative rail Infrastructure investment (AUD billion, 2014 – 2016)

RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT
CHINA

High Speed
Train Projects

Dedicated
freight lines

23.53

UNITED
KINGDOM

21.49

INDIA

17.19

JAPAN

13. 32

FRANCE
Suburban Corridor projects
and Mass Rapid Transport
Systems through PPP

167.8

UNITED
STATES

GERMANY

9. 33
7.12

SOURCE: OECD DATA
(EXCHANGE RATE: 1 EURO = 1.50 AUD)

Indian Railways has laid out a clear roadmap in order to beat its nearest competitor, the Indian
National Highways, in the years to come.

Railway Electrification and
signalling Systems

Freight and
Passenger
terminals, station
redevelepmont

Rolling Stock

The investment plan of AUD 171.2 billion for 2015-19
is nearly twice the outlay laid out in the fifteen years
between 2000 and 2015.

SOURCE: MAKE IN INDIA ACHIEVEMENTS REPORT 2017, FIRST POST
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Indian Railways capital expenditure allocation by sector for 2015 – 19 (AUD billion)

112.99

Estimated percentage allocation of the capital expenditure among various segments

Segment
Freight
Passenger
Sundry
Other Coaching

% of Capital Expenditure (2015-2019)
66%
27%
2%
5%

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS

IR CAPEX
BY SECTOR

Most private sector opportunities in the Indian Railways come through extra budgetary resources
(EBR). EBR includes market borrowings, financing from banks and external investments. External
investments in Indian Railways could be in the form of Public Private Partnerships (PPPs), Joint
Ventures (JVs), or market financing by attracting private investors to buy bonds or equity shares in the
Railways.

46.22

3.42

8.57

Indian Railways laid out a budget of close to AUD 29 billion in 2018-19, 24% higher than last
year. A 19% increase in the EBR of this year, along with a 38% increase in the Gross Budgetary
Support (GBR), a whopping change that signals the intent of the government to further develop and
modernise the railway in India.
Indian Railways Capital Outlay (in AUD billion)

Freight

Passenger

Sundry

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS
(EXCHANGE RATE: 1 AUD = 50 INR)

A look at the overall capital expenditure budgeted and
planned in the current Rail budget clearly indicates
that freight rail is the number one priority for the
Railways.
A large chunk of budget has been sanctioned for the
Eastern and Western Dedicated Freight Corridors.
Systematic planning and changes like capacity development, regulatory reforms and the profitability
that will be obtained post completion of the Dedicated Freight Corridors, set out a clear picture of
the growth opportunities being laid out by Indian Railways. This paradigm shift opens a plethora of
opportunities, both in investment numbers and projects announced by Indian Railways.
While the Railway Budget does not demarcate the allocation of capital expenditure between the
various segments, our analysis shows that one can expect approximately 66% for freight rail related
projects.
15
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2016-17
Actuals

2017-18
Revised

2018-19
Budget

% Change
(2018-19
from 2017-18)

Extra Budgetary
Resources

10.51

13.82

16.38

19%

Gross Budgetary
Support

9.04

8.00

11.01

38%

Internal
Resources

2.42

2.18

2.30

6%

Total

21.98

24.00

29.70

24%

Other Coaching

SOURCE: INDIAN RAILWAYS BUDGET 2018-19 (EXCHANGE RATE: 1 AUD = 50 INR)

According to the 2015-16 budget, about 45% of the EBR was through PPP.
Thus, the overall opportunity for PPP in Indian Railways, in 2018-19 is to the tune of AUD 7.74 billion.
Of this, freight rail accounts for approximately AUD 4.83 billion and Passenger rail accounts for AUD
1.99 billion. Clearly, freight rail is of the highest priority for up-gradation and expansion.
Interestingly, the Railway Ministry has laid out an ambitious investment plan of AUD 706 billion by
2032. This is broken up into 5 year plan periods as per the Central Government’s 5 Year Planning
cycle.
A total planned investment of AUD 342.4 billion is to be made between 2015 and 2023. Of this,
approximately AUD 234 billion has already been invested, leaving around AUD 108.4 billion yet to be
invested.
Tracks to India: Opportunities in the Indian Railway Sector
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Budgetary allocations announced from 2015 to 2032 (AUD billion)

Plan Period
2015 - 2019
2019 - 2023
SUB TOTAL
2018 - 2032

Budget Outlay
171.2
171.2
342.4
706

Already Invested
154
80
234
234

Balance
17.2
91.2
108.4
472

SOURCE: BUSINESS STANDARD REPORT ON THE RAILWAY MINISTRY REPORT TO THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

Considering all factors, we have estimated that approximately 45% of the total investment outlay will
be available for the global rail industry to bid for.

We estimate that the total opportunity for the global
rail industry in India is to the tune of AUD 212.4 billion
between now and 2032. Of this, AUD 7.74 billion is
available in the current financial year.
The Active Global Rail Industry in India
Since November 2014, the Government has offered 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), opening
up several opportunities to international companies.
A number of companies have engaged in infrastructure projects like the sub-urban metro lines,
electrification projects, high-speed rails and freight related projects. They have also been involved
in the manufacturing of rolling stock and signalling, safety and traffic control systems. Apart from
infrastructure, the Indian Railways is keen on leveraging the latest technology and conducting
employee trainings in order to upgrade stations and improve the overall quality of service and to gain
higher customer satisfaction.
FDI inflows 2014-18

FDI INFLOWS

179.5

(AUD MILLION)

102.3
2014-15

2015-16

121.1

2016-17

136.3

2017-18

SOURCE: PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU, 2018

FDI inflows have amounted to approximately AUD 539.18 million from 2014 to 2017. This number is
steadily increasing with the Ministry of Railways signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
countries like Japan, South Korea, Sweden, China, France, Spain, United Kingdom, Slovak Republic,
Russia and Germany. The MoUs enable countries to conduct visits to study the technical aspects and
exchange technical experts and take on pilot projects or engage in feasibility studies.
17
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Every major railway supplier around the world is looking at India as a very large emerging opportunity.
There are several global railway suppliers actively engaged in India. Some of the leading countries
and companies working within the rail sector in India are:
Major foreign companies participating in Indian rail projects

Foreign
participant
ALSTOM Transport
Holdings B.V
(ALSTOM Transport
India Ltd) - France

Working with the Indian Railways
•
•
•

•
SNCF and its
subsidiaries France

•
•

•
•
•

•
BOMBARDIER
Transportation
Holdings
(BOMBARDIER
Transportation
India Pvt Ltd)
-Canada

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
19

Supply rolling stock manufactured in Andhra Pradesh, India to the Metro
projects of Chennai, Kochi, Lucknow.
Executing signalling and power supply systems for the 343 Km. section on
the Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor.
Electric locomotive factory at Madhepura, Bihar for manufacture and supply
of 800 high horse power (12,000HP) electric locomotives over 11 years and
the depot at Saharanpur. The ministry has 26 per cent stake in both the Joint
Venture (JV).
Has also set up an Engineering Centre of Excellence in Bangalore, this is the
HQ for Alstom in India for RS Engineering, signalling and global IT.
Four priorities areas: High-speed lines, station renovation, upgrades of India’s
existing rail network, urban and regional transport services.
In 2010, Systra contributed to a technical pre-feasibility study for the
Pune-Mumbai-Ahmedabad high-speed rail line. It has also participated in
various phases of metros in Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore and Calcutta, as well
as engineering works on dedicated freight lines launched by Indian Railways.
Geodis Wilson provides transport and logistics services to clients in India
through a nationwide network of offices.
From 2009 to 2012, Arep Ville crafted the master plan for renovating Mumbai’s prestigious CST station.
Keolis will operate the automated metro system planned for Hyderabad,
chosen by Larsen and Toubro (LandT). During the construction phase, Keolis
will act as a consultant, providing the operator’s perspective on the project.
Development study for the Mumbai-Ahmedabad high-speed rail line with
Gares et Connexions, AREP, Keolis and Systra, may also be involved
Engaged with the Indian Railways since 1993
Indian Railway foreign multinational company to set up a wholly-owned railway vehicle manufacturing facility in India.
Installed and maintained the Traffic Management System (TMS) on Mumbai’s
Western and Central lines.
Supplied signalling and train control systems to the Delhi Metro in September 2007
Supplied 614 metro cars to the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (DMRC) in
2007, 2008, 2010 and 2011
Serial deliveries for the supply of propulsion equipment to Mumbai Railway
Vikas Corporation (MRVC) for 72 twelve-car trains in 2017.
Estimates for next five years, Bombardier is expected to supply approximately 3,000 metro cars, 20 signalling lines, 5,000 electric multiple unit’s
(EMU) with maintenance, 9 high speed lines, 20 semi-high speed lines. The
company is pursuing various metro projects such as Delhi Metro, Bengaluru
Metro Phase II, Mumbai Metro, Chennai Metro amongst others.
Has also opened a new engineering centre in Hyderabad, India.

Tracks to India: Opportunities in the Indian Railway Sector

M/S Sener
•
Ingenieria Y
Sistemas, S.A. (M/S
Sener Ingenieria Y
Sistemas, S.A., Spain
+ Balaji Railroad
•
System Limited
(BARSYL), India) –
Spain

2013. New station at Bijwasan was to be developed by the Indian Railway
Station Development Corporation Limited (IRSDCL). Awarded the contract
for consultancy for the project to a Lead Consortium comprising of M/s Balaji
Railroad System Limited (BARSYL), a Hyderabad based Railroad infrastructure and technology company, India and M/s Sener Ingeniera Y Sistemas S.A.
The consortium worked out the designs and the estimated cost of the project.

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS

While a number of companies are actively engaging with the railways, at a high level, there is
significant government-to-government and industry level engagement. Countries like Japan and
France have already begun work in India with the Indian Railways.

It is interesting to note that several large global
consultants with rail sector expertise are very actively
engaged in several projects in India. These include
leading consultancies such as Mott McDonald, AECOM,
ETOE Rail, Arup and Atkins. These consultancies
are providing services ranging from engineering
consultancy to project management and specific
functional area consultancy.
India has sought China’s assistance to speed up the Bangalore-Chennai railway corridor. Countries
like South Korea have also expressed interest in helping the Indian Railways on a number of
occasions. The most attractive areas so far have been around setting up manufacturing facilities for
rolling stock, infrastructure up-gradation, station redevelopment, maintenance, signalling, safety and
control technologies and the much talked about high speed rails.

Tracks to India: Opportunities in the Indian Railway Sector
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Leading countries participating
in Indian rail projects
•

•

FRANCE
•
MoU signed
Priority areas of high speed and semi-high speed rail
•
Station renovation modernisation of current
operations and infrastructure and suburban trains
SNCF working with railways on India’s first semi-high
speed rail project between Delhi and Chandigarh

RUSSIA
•
2014 - MoU signed
•
2016 - Preparation of
a feasibility study for
modernisation of the
Nagpur-Secunderabad
railway line

JAPAN
•
Mumbai-Ahmedabad High
Speed Rail(MAHSR): using
Shinkansen technology
•
Closely working with DFCCIL
and Northern Railways safety,
civil engineering and rolling
stock teams

CZECH REPUBLIC
•
2014 - MoU signed
•
Aug 2018 - Smart
Railways Conclave to
attend as a speaker
but also exhibit a
stall

OTHERS
MoU signed - Kazakhstan, Slovak
Republic, Sweden, Canada

SPAIN
2016 - Trial of Talgo trains.
As of 2018 the trial was
successful but stopped as
unable to go through the
tender route.

SOUTH KOREA
•
MoU between RDSO and Korea
Railroad Research Institute(KRRI)
•
Explore planning and execution of
joint research projects, including
setting-up an advanced Railways
RandD facility in India

GERMANY
Feasibility study for high speed
trains along Chennai-Kazipet
and Chennai-Bengaluru-Mysuru
routes

CHINA
Sought assistance to speed up BangaloreChennai corridor besides redevelopment of
Agra and Jhansi railway stations

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS
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The Australian Rail
Opportunity in India
The overall opportunity addressable by the global
rail industry in India is as large as AUD 7.37 billion.
However, not all of this will be directly accessible to
Australian companies.
The accessible opportunity is a function of various
factors, most important being the inherent,
acknowledged capabilities, it’s international
competitiveness and the ambition and appetite of
the Australian rail industry.
In order to estimate the accessible opportunity
for Australian rail industry in India, we analysed its
competitive capability and extracted the opportunity
in those specific areas from the overall opportunity
available to global suppliers.
In any typical Indian Railways project, civil works are
given the maximum allocation followed by Rolling
Stock and Rail Systems.

23
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Indian Railways capital expenditure allocation by functional areas 2018-19 (AUD Billion)

Project
Functional Area

Components

% share of
Capital
the Budget Expenditure

Professional
Services

General Consulting, Design and
Architecture, Finance and Legal Consulting

3%

0.891

Civil Works

Elevated Viaducts, Bridges, Tunnelling,
Stations, Depots

45%

13.367

Rail Systems

Ticketing systems, Automatic fare collection,
Electrical and mechanical, Fire, Safety and
Emergency Services, Track Laying and
Construction, Power and Traction, HVAC

15%

4.45

Signalling and
Communications

Control Systems, SCADA,
Telecommunications, Signalling

10%

2.97

Rolling Stock

Locomotives and Power Systems,
Railcar/Carriages

20%

5.94

Operations
and Maintenance

Asset Management, OandM Servicesand
technology

5%

1.48

Training and Skill
Building

Higher Education/R&D, Vocational Education

1%

0.297

IT

Cybersecurity, Analytics and optimisation

1%

0.297

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS (EXCHANGE RATE: 1 AUD = 50 INR) PROJECT PERCENTAGES HAVE BEEN CALCULATED BASED ON DATA AVAILABLE
ON PROJECTS, AND INDIAN RAILWAYS - 5 YEAR ACTION PLAN REPORT

Consulting, operations and maintenance, training
and skill development, and IT and Research form
about 10% of the total project outlay. This makes
approximately 10% of the total budget outlay in any
rail project and within any plan period accessible to
Australian rail suppliers.
4.88

4.10

108.40

91.20

21.24

We estimate that AUD 21.24 billion is the
opportunity accessible by the Australian rail
industry in India between now and 2032.
Of this, AUD 4.878 billion is accessible in the 10
year plan period till 2023. This opportunity is
spread across the Passenger and Freight rail
segments.
India’s rapid pace of development makes the continuing modernisation and expansion of the railway
network a socio-economic imperative. This is clearly signalled by the union government’s significantly
enhanced budgetary allocations in the current year’s railway budget. Further, since most of the large
scale projects across rail segments are now funded through Extra Budgetary Resources, it opens up
the entire sector to global rail suppliers.

The Freight rail segment is the biggest focus of rail
infrastructure development and this should be of
significant interest to Australian rail suppliers.
While some Australian companies have already capitalised on this opportunity, there is a significant
potential for other companies of all sizes to enter and succeed.
Our analysis of Australian exportable, competitive capability and the capability gaps within the current
supply ecosystem in India shows some high potential areas for Australian rail suppliers. These are
summarised below.

472.00

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Rail Safety/ Condition Monitoring/ O&M

154

Budget Outlay: 171.20

2015 - 2019

Already Invested

80

234

Budget Outlay: 171.20

Budget Outlay: 706.00

2019 - 2023

2018 - 2032

Balance
Accessible to Australian Rail Suppliers (4.5%)
(All figures are in AUD Billion)

Number of accidents has resulted in loss of human lives and rail safety initiatives is a high
priority for the Railways. On an average 100 accidents serious accidents have been happening
each year with some of them resulting in loss of human lives as well. They are currently
working on upgradation of infrastructure and procuring modern technology. Railways is seeking
expertise in following areas:
•
Rail fracture detection
•
Shorter braking distance
•
Condition monitoring of signals, rolling stock and track
•
Bridge health monitoring and rehabilitation

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS. 45% OF TOTAL BUDGETS AVAILABLE FOR INTERNATIONAL BIDDERS. ESTIMATED 10% OF THIS IS ACCESSIBLE TO
AUSTRALIAN RAIL SUPPLIERS. (EXCHANGE RATE 1 AUD = 50 INR)
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

HIGH

Rail Safety

Data analytics and optimisation

Data analytics and use of optimisation is a high priority for Indian railways especially in
Maintenance planning and service improvement for passengers. They have released multiple
consulting assignments in last 1 year. Key areas of opportunity include:
•
Time tabling and traffic management
•
Crew management
•
Predictive analytics for maintenance scheduling
•
Decision support systems for long term planning
•
Investment and project appraisals
•
Virtual model development of rail at system, sub-system and equipment level
Congestion and Throughput enhancement

In Indian Railways 30% of the network in North and eastern side manages 70% of volume .This
results in severe network congestion leading to lower speeds and poor efficiency of freight
movement. Specific areas of opportunity include:
•
Time table optimisation for train scheduling
•
Throughput enhancement for network optimisation
•
Efficient scheduling and train movements on network
•
Yard management for maintenance cycles and repair
•
Speed enhancement of existing trains
Station redevelopment

Stations at Indian railways have maximum footfall and railways has focus to develop new
stations and redevelop few of the existing stations. Key change is that Railways is looking for
private participation through PPP model. Areas of opportunities include:
•
Station design
•
Transit oriented development consultancy
•
Operation and maintenance of station
•
Non-fare revenue generation

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Railways is looking to establish a rail University to train and upgrade the work force. It will be
offering degree programs and executive programs for railways and the industry participants.
It will also be developing framework of Training and development centres of excellence for
vocational training. Opportunities will include:
•
Academic tie ups
•
Development of Vocational education framework
•
Degree course module development
•
R&D collaborations
•
Executive training in Rail safety and freight operations
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Market Opportunity/Gap

General consulting

Indian railways has undertaken lot of planning for redevelopment and modernisation. They are
seeking inputs on both technical and general consulting in following areas:
•
Heavy haul and freight commercialisation
•
Operations and asset management
•
Energy efficiency
•
Predictive maintenance
•
Financial and legal consulting

Condition Monitoring
Education

Station Redevelopment

Freight Operations & Advisory

Rail Consulting

Analytics & Optimization
Research & Development

Throughput Enhancement
MEDIUM

Australian Capability

HIGH

Australia: Taking the lead in freight in India
Australian rail has a long and deep history. Developed and operated in the public sector for several
decades, it is now largely operated by the private sector. It has grown and developed in line with the
country’s geography and economy. It is now a global force to reckon within the freight sector.
Freight is Indian Railways’ life-blood. It brings in the profitable revenue that allows the railways to
deliver on it social and developmental agenda. As such, expansion and modernisation of freight rail is
a top priority for both, the ministry and the government. Heavy investments have been planned and
announced to enhance railways freight capability in India.

We estimate that AUD 14.01 billion is the opportunity
accessible by the Australian rail industry in the freight
segment in India between now and 2032. Of this, AUD
3.219 billion is accessible in the 10 year plan period till
2023.
A majority of this outlay is going into developing two major freight corridors - the Eastern and
Western Dedicated Freight Corridors. These two massive projects are being undertaken by a Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV), the Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India (DFCCL) created under
the Ministry of Railways.
The Indian Railways’ quadrilateral links the four metropolitan cities of Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and
Howrah and is commonly referred to as the Golden Quadrilateral.
Its two diagonals connecting Delhi and Chennai and Mumbai and Howrah respectively add up to a
total route length of 10,122 km. This comprises 16% of the rail routes in India that carry over 52% of
passenger traffic and 58% of revenue earning freight traffic of Indian Railways.
Tracks to India: Opportunities in the Indian Railway Sector
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The existing trunk routes of Howrah-Delhi on the Eastern Corridor and Mumbai-Delhi on the Western
Corridor are highly saturated with line capacity utilization varying between 115% to 150%. The railways
has lost a significant share of freight traffic in India from 83% in 1950-51 to 35% in 2011-12. This share
is being lost to the National and State Highways network along these corridors which even thought
comprise only 0.5% of the total road network in India, now carry almost 40% of the road freight.

Indicative alignments of the Eastern and Western Dedicated Freight Corridors

EASTERN CORRIDOR
WESTERN CORRIDOR
SOURCE: WORLD BANK WEBSITE

In addition to this, the surging energy sector in India requires a significant increase in the movement
of coal. This, together with a booming agricultural sector, rapid increase in infrastructure development
and construction and growing international trade meant an urgent and appropriate response from the
railways. This led to the conception of the Dedicated Freight Corridors along the Eastern and Western
Routes.
The DFCs will de-congest the highly saturated road network and divert freight traffic to a more
efficient and reliable rail route. This shift is expected to deliver on a significant reduction of Green
House Gas emissions in overall transport sector in India, saving over 450 million tons of CO2 in first
30 years of operation.
The DFC’s were announced in 2005 and obtained the required funding between 2009 and 2013. The
Western DFC-Phase 1 is entirely funded by a long term loan by JICA (Japan International Cooperation
Agency) while the Eastern DFC-Phases 1 and 2 are funded by a World Bank loan.
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The major freight rail projects that are in various stages of planning are laid out in the table below.
Major projects mapping to Australian capability

Project Name

Project Description

Port/mine connectivity Private lines with Ports/ Mines/ Logistic parks/ Industrial Cluster can be built
projects (under DFC) on private land. Developer undertakes construction and maintenance of
Rail System including station management.
(Planned)
Dedicated freight
corridors (DFC)
(Planned)

New freight corridors which have been identified are: East-West Corridor
(2328 km) (Kolkata-Mumbai), North-South Corridor (2343 km) (DelhiChennai), East Coast Corridor (1114 km) (Kharagpur- Vijaywada)

Digitization of
operations (Planned)
(Includes passenger
and others)

Digitization of operations and setting up of SUTRA.
Developing a road map to digitalize operations across Indian Railways
including setting up of the Special Unit for Transportation Research and
Analytics (SUTRA). SUTRA will carry out detailed analytics leading to
optimised investment decisions and operations.

Time-tabled freight
services (Started)

Indian Railways plans to introduce time-tabled container trains, Cargo
Express, in order to bring predictability in goods trains’ timings. Pilot project.

Testing facilities and
Laboratories (Started)
(Includes passenger
and others)

Construction and Maintenance and Operation of any testing labs/facility.
BEML has entered into an agreement with the Railways and the Dept. of
Science and Technology to set up a centre of excellence in Bengaluru at
an investment of AUD 60 million. The centre of excellence is expected to
be a high-level testing facility for railway equipment and coaches.

Condition Monitoring
projects

•

Station
Redevelopment

•
•

On board condition monitoring project for remote and mobile
management of rolling stock and assets
40 out of 100 yards to be modernised
First 2 yards Tughlakabad and Mughal Sarai with capacity of catering
400-500 trains/month to be made SMART Rail yards
Other 38 yards have also been identified
Total project spend AUD 600 million

•
•
•
•

Largest Transit Oriented development project in the world
23 stations launched in Phase 1 of redevelopment
IRSDC nodal agency managing development of 12 stations
Tenders have been awarded for 4 stations and are under execution

•
•

In addition to the opportunities within the railway projects, there are also ongoing initiatives to
improve the efficiency and capacity for the largest customers of freight rail in India. These are the
mining, agriculture and construction industries. There could be significant potential in exploring
opportunities with the major customers of freight rail, especially in the areas of consulting and
operations. This project is indicative of the planning and execution intent of the Indian Railways in
forging ahead with its rapid modernisation and expansion strategy.

The extensive participation of international companies
in this project and their continuing and deepening
presence in India should be a strong signal of
confidence for the Australian rail industry looking to
work in India.
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PROJECT ‘RAFTAAR’
AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDY
COMPANIES INVOLVED:

MISSION RAFTAAR
Raftaar literally translates to ‘speed’. Mission Raftaar, which was announced in the railway budget of 201516, aims to increase the average speed of all non-suburban passenger trains by 25 kmph in the next five
years.
Details of this project have been provided to throw light on how the project was executed. This also
showcases the various international companies involved along with the routes taken to engage with the
Railways to implement this project.

COMPANIES INVOLVED:

China and Japan for
training staff.

ROUTES TAKEN: (PPP, INVESTMENTS or , FDI)

‘Mission Raftaar’ announced in Railway Budget 2016-17 aimed to
increase the average speed of all non-suburban passenger trains
by 25 km per hour (kmph) in five years.
Twin pipe Indian Railways brake systems were introduced on
freight trains, powering arrangement for freight trains with a
ratio of 1.5-2.0 (international ratio is 2.0-2.5) will be implemented.
Ghaziabad – Allahabad - Mughalsarai route which was taken up
on priority basis, for increasing average speed which now has
been successfully implemented.

START
TIMELINE:
Start: Railway Budget 2016-17

SNCF (French railway) to explore
possibilities of running trains
at 200 kmph on the DelhiChandigarh route.

PROJECT COST/BUDGET:
AUD 2-3 Billion

100% FDI allowed.
Worked to be financed through EBR-IF as there is a high likelihood of
favourable ROR on route basis.
KEY GAPS AND OPPORTUNITIES TO CAPITALIZE ON
Maximum speed of freight trains had increased up to 75 kmph/100
kmph, but the average speed still remained sluggish at around 24
kmph.
Golden Quadrilateral routes along with diagonals (Delhi – Mumbai,
Delhi – Howrah, Howrah- Chennai, Chennai – Mumbai, Delhi –
Chennai and Howrah – Mumbai) were focus areas.
Human capital: Training and skill - The railway board recognized
human capital as a key resource. Hence, decided to give thrust
on imparting training, skill development of the staff involved in
operations and maintenance of assets so that they maintain pace with
the new machines and technology.

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS
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The Tracks
to Success in India
The railways in India is a large and mature enterprise.
Add to this the fact that it is a public sector organisation
with its own deep and diversified internal capabilities and
one gets an idea of the complexities and challenges of
entering and succeeding in this sector in India.
However, the Indian Railways has been actively sourcing
goods and services from the international market for
decades. Over the years, it has been able to build its
internal competence on the basis of such global contracts
and collaborations, in addition to its own approach to
research and innovation.

The Indian rail sector provides
a clear and sustainable pipeline
of opportunities for Australian
rail suppliers over the next
two decades. Approximately
AUD 21.24 billion worth of
opportunities are accessible
to Australian rail suppliers
from now to 2032. Tapping
in to these opportunities can
balance out business cycles in
the international and domestic
market.
Like elsewhere in the developed world, Australian rail
too operates in a globally competitive environment. It
therefore becomes imperative for individual companies
and the industry as a whole to keep an active presence
in the biggest rail markets. Not doing so can result in an
erosion in global competitiveness of the Australian rail
sector.
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Doing Business in India is now Easier

India Offers a Long-Term Opportunity

The World Bank’s Doing Business (DB) rankings for 2018 have been recently released and India has
made a very significant jump, improving its rank from 130th in 2017 to 100th. These rankings are
based on the country’s performance in several areas, such as ease of starting a business, getting
construction permits, getting electricity and contract enforcement. These are areas where India has
traditionally had a poor track record, resulting in its global rankings hovering around the 130’s for the
last decade.

Companies from the UK, France, Germany, Spain from Europe, Japan and South Korea from Asia and
Russia have been actively involved in exporting successfully into the rail sector in India. This has been
across the sub sectors of passenger, freight and commuter rail. These exports have cut across all
functional areas.

This prompted the current government to initiate a slew of business friendly institutional reforms that
reduce bureaucratic red-tape and delays. Simplification of tax procedures, reform in bankruptcy laws
and incentives for setting up manufacturing capability in India as part of the ‘Make in India’ initiative.

All of these actions have led to the big jump in India’s
current Ease of Doing Business ranking.
Suppliers from developed countries tend to view the public sector procurement process in India
with some scepticism. There are significant concerns around the lack of stability and transparency.
While this may have been true in the past, the country has rapidly adopted very high standards of
transparency over the last decade.

Most of the major rail projects in India such as the
Dedicated Freight Corridor, The High-speed Passenger
Rail projects and the Metro Rail projects are funded by
international agencies. Therefore, the procurement
approach and culture in all these projects now
conform to international standards and demonstrate
the highest levels of transparency and accountability.
In fact, most of the procurement for the large railways projects are now made under FIDIC norms.
This is evidenced by the growing number of leading global rail suppliers as well as mid-sized
companies that are actively involved in the rail sector in India.
The traditional barriers to doing business in India, which largely revolved around the complexities of
dealing with unstable governments and large, inefficient bureaucracies are a thing of the past. India is
rapidly embracing global best practises in public sector procurement and companies with expertise
and experience in the global public sector can expect a high level of professionalism, transparency
and accountability in the entire procurement process.
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The governments and rail industry associations and bodies from these countries are also actively
engaged in promoting their industry capability at the government and institutional level. In addition to
promotion and marketing, they also promote collaboration and sharing of best practices, information
and learning. These initiatives have also managed to offer vital support through feasibility studies,
research partnerships and capacity development.
While there are tactical opportunities that Australian suppliers can look at in the short term, it will be
useful to take a longer term view of the Indian market.

Given the level of sophistication in the procurement
process within the railways and the operating culture,
companies that wish to enter and succeed need to take
a long-term view of the market.
There is a strong track record of various international companies operating successfully in the
rail sector in India. This includes Australian companies as well, which are involved in a few very
high-profile engagements. This is a strong positive indicator for the Australian rail industry players
interested in exploring opportunities in the country.
A case in point is the recent visit by the German Railway Industry Association to India. The 26
member delegation visited the country to explore opportunities in Indian railway projects and to
develop industry level connects and relationships.
Andreas Becker, Vice-President, German Railway Industry Association, who led the delegation has
been quoted in the press as saying that “it has become ‘easier to work’ with the Indian railways
under the present political regime and there has also been a visible change in the functioning of
the department. For instance, the administration appears to be ‘more flexible now’ and ‘everything
is prepared’. Moreover, there is an open policy in the Railways which means all communications
come down right at the vendor level, as against the earlier practice where exact requirements were
neither specified nor communications clear. He us further quoted as saying that “If you ask me, India
will continue to be one of our (Germany’s) biggest markets over the next 10-20 years. Of course,
compared to earlier years it has become much easier to work with the Railways”.

Australian suppliers who seek to participate in the rail sector in India will need to take a long term
view and formulate entry strategies accordingly. They will probably need to consider a permanent
presence in India and develop partnerships and associations within the Indian supplier ecosystem.
This will also help with accelerating the ‘India learning curve’ while providing the opportunity to build
familiarity and relationships within the buyer ecosystem.
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Given the intense competition from other countries
like Japan, China, Korea, France and the UK, it is very
important to recognise that Australian rail suppliers
will need to consider investing in terms of marketing
and positioning their capabilities to Indian buyers.
Another advantage of such a long term approach is the potential to develop a strategic presence
in India, using local market momentum and success to drive a more vigorous participation in other
markets in the region.

Key Factors for Success in India
For Australian companies that have the ambition and will to enter the lucrative Indian rail sector, the
probability of success is high if the opportunities are approached strategically.

While there are several opportunities accessible to
Australian rail suppliers, the challenge is to ensure that
the country and its capabilities are well positioned and
understood by the buyer community in India.
The current understanding of Australian capabilities in the rail sector among the buyer community in
India is inadequate.
India is a vast and complex market with most large industry sectors being well established and
mature. While it is true that doing business with the public sector in India can be fraught with
frustration, it has proven to be extremely lucrative and rewarding for international businesses that
have made the effort to understand the market adequately.
While the export potential for Australian rail suppliers in the Indian rail sector is clearly evident,
capitalising on these will require work on both the buyer and sellers’ sides.
On the other hand, Australian companies too will need to develop a better understanding of the
Indian buyer. It is important to know the socio-economic dynamics that govern the rail sector in
India. Very often, it is more than a straight forward commercial enterprise, having a large social and
welfare agenda. An understanding of the macroeconomic realities in India and of the local culture and
governments is an important determinant of success.

THINK LOCAL - THINK LOCALISATION

Given that India has a large skilled workforce, most of its public sector procurement
policies are geared to arrangements that will deliver jobs and employment in India. This is one
reason why up to 50% of project outlays are awarded to Indian suppliers or consortia led by
them.
While the Indian rail sector is modernising and bringing in world-class services, the need for
localisation is very strong. From design challenges in all functional areas to construction, civil
works and rolling stock everything needs to be ‘Indianised’.
A natural outcome of localisation is immediate price competitiveness. India is a price sensitive
market and large scale imports in infrastructure are not usually encouraged. Having local, India
based manufacturing and delivery capability ensures a level playing field for global companies
while satisfying the ‘Make-in-India’ requirements.
Having a physical presence in India also provides the opportunity to develop an India based
competency that will add to competitiveness. Companies will find it easier to hire, train and
retain local talent that will strengthen their long-term presence in the country.
Another important advantage is the ability to service contracts more effectively and build
relationships within the entire ecosystem.
BUILD AND NURTURE RELATIONSHIPS

India is a relationship and trust based culture and economy. Forging strong relationships
and an axis of trust is key to business success in India.
While formal contracts and agreements are always in place and enforceable, personal
relationship are as important, if not more than written contracts.
Personal meetings are important even if remote and virtual channels are available. Taking the
time to meet and ‘get to know’ each other and build a bond of trust is well worth investing in.
Relationship building also takes some time so this is something that must be given adequate
consideration while drawing up business plans.
MANAGE RISK EFFECTIVELY

Like in any new market, there will be uncertainties and unforeseen challenges during
the business cycle. These could range from delays in decision making to change in the political
dynamics. Therefore, it is prudent to have a good risk management strategy in place while
developing an India entry strategy.
A careful evaluation of the entry strategy is important as the risks vary depending upon the
entry structure a company chooses for India.
Retain good and reliable local advisers to provide guidance on matters relating to set-up,
taxation, statutory obligations and contracting. This is particularly important in the cases of
contract clauses covering IP protection and payments.
Registering and setting up an operating entity in India can be time consuming and a good
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professional advisory firm can ease the path significantly and help reduce risks.
The legal system in India is based on English common law and the judiciary is relatively
independent. While the Indian legal system is very robust and reliable, litigation and arbitration
can be a prolonged, time consuming and expensive process. Therefore, it is prudent to retain
good legal counsel at the very outset to help reduce litigation risk.
Advise should also be sought on the most tax efficient structures for doing business in India.
There are several Central and State taxes that Indian business as well as importers need to
pay and varying mechanisms to pay them. These include Withholding Tax, Goods and Services
Tax and Corporate Tax. Australia has a double taxation treaty with India and this is an added
incentive to set up a local presence in the country.
UNDERSTAND DECISION MAKING DYNAMICS

Rail projects around the world are complex undertakings, with several stakeholders
involved in decision making and execution. This is true in India as well. In addition, there is a
large ecosystem of influencers and partners who contribute to the procurement dynamic.
As is elsewhere in the developed and developing world, in India too, rail infrastructure is
a series of on-going projects and programs that require a vast and diverse ecosystem
supporting it.
The figure below illustrates the various stakeholders usually involved in the planning and
execution of all railway projects in India.

The decision making stakeholders in Indian Railways projects
UNION GOVERNMENT

Within the local the buyer, supplier and influencer ecosystem in India, there is a perception that Australian rail suppliers might lack the ambition and appetite to make a strategic commitment to enter
and succeed in India.

Entry Strategies for India
In order to be competitive and successful in the sector in India, Australian companies need to explore
the successful methods and approaches taken by other international suppliers. Given the various
procurement conditions laid down by the various funding contracts, different projects will require
differing entry strategies.

While there is a lucrative market opportunity for
Australian rail suppliers in India, success will depend
on the ambition, sales and marketing bandwidth and a
better understanding of the Indian market.
Regardless of the actual entry structure and vehicle a company chooses to enter the Indian market, it
must ensure that it can demonstrate a strong local presence. This has several significant advantages.
TAP INTO SUB CONTRACTING OPPORTUNITIES

The recent trend in rail sector contracting in India is to award a ‘turn-key’ contract to
one large supplier as this makes it easier to manage these mega contracts and also brings in
efficiencies. The prime contractors in such cases are directly accountable for the entire project
delivery and work with a large group of specialist sub-contractors. These prime contractors are
usually Indian entities and prefer to work with sub-contractors who have a strong local presence.
It is therefore vital to build a strategy to access the various opportunities through these large
Prime Contractors. Working as sub contractors or through consortia with local or international
companies is an excellent de-risking strategy and allows companies to understand the market
and focus on delivering work through their core competence.
ENTERING GLOBAL VALUE CHAIN

Planning Commission

Cabinet Secretariat

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Commerce

MULTILATERAL AGENCIES
THE WORLD
BANK

JICA

SOURCE: VNACS ANALYSIS
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ADVISORS
JETRO

Contracted
Consultants

The most significant outcome of having an India based capability is developing a global
supply capability. India provides an excellent base to supply goods and services to the global
market in a competitive manner.
Several companies, especially in rolling stock, tractions systems and SCADA have set up their
manufacturing capability in India to serve the Indian market as well as to export to global
markets.
For example Alstom and Bombardier set up manufacturing and engineering operations between
2008 and 2010 to tap into India’s rapidly-growing urban transportation market and are now now
exporting to Australia, the Middle East and Asia markets from these facilities.

Prime
Contractors

Bombardier has invested about AUD 53 million in its Indian manufacturing facility and has
orders to export 450 metro rail coaches to Australia and components to Brazil, Australia and
Saudi Arabia.
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FORGE RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDIAN RAILWAYS SUBSIDIARIES

The Indian Railways has several large and important subsidiaries that undertake several
projects across all functional areas. These organisations are major influencers in the overall
decision making process and often, are also the contracting agencies. Nurturing a strong
relationship with these organisations provides access to information and an understanding of
the Indian rail system.

In conclusion, we believe following are the factors that have come together in India to present a very
important export opportunity to the Australian rail industry:

PICK SUITABLE MARKET ENTRY STRUCTURES

Generally, the most common and successful entry structures are:
Establishing an Indian subsidiary: This is by far the most powerful entry vehicle for
companies taking a long term view of the Indian rail market. Having a direct presence on
the ground with necessary investments signals strong intent and is viewed very positively
by the various procuring stakeholders. This strategy has additional benefits in terms of
allowing for better cost structuring, more localisation and importantly, providing a wider and
deeper supply capability for the entire subcontinent and further markets.
2. Forming a Joint Venture with an established Indian company: Several Indian companies
are major contractors in various rail projects in India. Their scope ranges from construction
and civil works, to the supply and installation of rail systems and operations and
maintenance engagements. Typically, these companies require a constant input of knowhow and services that are available internationally. 
3. Forming a Joint Venture with an established international company operating in India:
The international companies already operating in the rail sector in India, whether on active
projects or in a business development mode, require capacity and skill augmentation.
Offering Australian capability in these situations can provide a powerful market entry
vehicle.
4. Retained Representation with local agents in India: Using local partners or agents to
provide representation is a common mode of engagement by foreign rail companies in the
Indian rail industry. This approach affords a direct and relatively speedy entry into the Indian
market. However, given the intensity of competition, the tough business environment and
long procurement cycles, it is important to choose the right partner or agent that have the
required credibility, financial and human resources, reach and access to decision makers
and the right technical and sales capability.
1.

A stable political
and economic
environment

A long and
sustainable pipeline
of opportunities

Global standards of
procurement and
contracting

Very active global
supplier community
working in the sector

In order to capitalise on this opportunity, Australian suppliers will need to consider a strategic
approach. The fundamental elements of such an approach will include:

Taking a long-term
view of the Indian
rail market

Building a government to
government and industry
level agenda
and connections

Investing in developing
a local presence and
relationships within the
overall ecosystem

Looking at India as a
strategic hub to develop
a larger, global supply
capability

Assessing and choosing
the right market entry
model

Building strategic
alliances with the
leading prime
contractors

These steps, taken in tandem with an appropriate risk management strategy where adequate
due diligence has been performed will provide a strong foundation for success in India. Australian
suppliers that make this strategic commitment will have a very high probability of winning rewarding
and profitable work in the Indian rail sector. Such an outcome can only be mutually beneficial to
business and to our two closely allied and friendly nations.
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ANNEXURE:

Organization Chart: Indian Railways

The tables below illustrate the technical upgrades that the DFCs will make to the existing Indian
Freight rail system.

MINISTER OF RAILWAYS

Specifications for the Dedicated freight Corridors
EXISTING

FEATURE

ON DFC

MINISTER OF STATE

Heavier Axle Loads
22.9t/25t

AXLE LOAD

25t. Bridges and formation designed for 32.5 t

8.67 t/m

TRACK LOADING DENSITY

12 t/m

75 kmph

MAXIMUM SPEED

100 kmph

Up to 1 in 100

GRADE

1 in 200

Up to 10 degree

CURVATURE

Up to 2.4 degree

Electrical (25 KV)

TRACTION

Electrical (25 KV AT Feeding)

7 - 10 km

STATION SPACING

40 km

Absolute/Automatic with 1 km spacing

SIGNALING

Automatic with 2 km spacing

Emergency sockets / Mobile Train Radio

COMMUNICATION

Mobile Train Radio

Specifications for the Rolling Stock in the Dedicated Freight Corridors
EXISTING

ON DFC
7.1m
DFC)

HEIGHT

CHAIRMAN - RAILWAY BOARD
MEMBER
TRACTION

MEMBER
STAFF

MEMBER
INFRASTRUCTURE

MEMBER
ROLLING STOCK

MEMBER
TRAFFIC

FINANCIAL
COMMISSIONER

Locomotives
Diesel & Electricals

HR

Civil
construction
& development

Coaches
train sets

Freight & Passenger
operations and
revenue realisation

Finance

ZONAL

(Western

4.265m

RAILWAY BOARD

5.1m

PRODUCTION

General Manager
(17 Geographical
Zones)
Zonal
Operations
& Development

RAIL STAFF COLLEGE

RDSO
Research, Design and
Standardization of
Rail Procurement
(Technology, construction,
operations & maintenance)

(Eastern
DFC)

* Only main entities have been included in the chart

WIDHT

3200m

3660m

CONTAINER
STACK

Single Stack

Double Stack

TRAIN
LENGTH

700m

1500m

TRAIN
LOAD

5000 ton

13000 ton

SOURCE: DFCCIL WEBSITE
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and the areas of strength of Australian companies within the freight sector.
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Indian Railways

http://indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/view_section.jsp?lang=0andid=0,1
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REPORT-JAN-17-EDEL

The Indian Lawyer and allied service

http://theindianlawyer.in/pdf/Railways.pdf

HDFC report

Ihttps://www.hdfcbank.com/assets/pdf/Railways_Capital_Goods_March_2018.
pdf

Press Information Bureau
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Ministry of Railways

Construction and Maintenance and Operation of any testing labs/facility.
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of Science and Technology to set up a centre of excellence in Bengaluru at
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http://pib.nic.in/newsite/MBEREL.aspx?relid=171559
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=125012

Make in India report

https://www.hdfcbank.com/assets/pdf/Railways_Capital_Goods_March_2018.
http://www.makeinindia.com/documents/10281/114126/Railways+Sector+-+Achievement+Report.pdf

Alstom website

We are also grateful for the significant inputs on Indian Rail Industry provided by Neelesh Dixit, MD,
RENMAKCH India Pvt. Ltd.

https://www.alstom.com/alstom-india
https://www.alstom.com/press-releases-news/2018/3/alstom-completes-mostpowerful-all-electric-make-in-india-locomotive-from-madhepura-and-announces-contract-wins-worth-75-million-in-india

The Free Press Journal
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http://www.freepressjournal.in/business/bombardier-from-rail-to-metro-in-india/1224478

Indian IRSDC website

http://Indian Railwayssdc.in/contracts-awarded
http://www.Indian Railwayssdc.in/list-consultancy-fIndian Railwaysms

Rail Analysis India

http://railanalysis.in/rail-news/india-south-korea-signs-mou-cooperation-rdso-research-design-standards-organization-korea-railroad-research-institute/

SNCF website

https://www.sncf.com/sncv1/en/sncf-in-india

The Hindu Business Line

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/german-fIndian Railwaysms-eye-indian-railway-projects/article23673330.ece

Indian Railways

http://www.blog.indianrailways.gov.in/modernization-railway-stations/

Ministry of External Affairs Railways

http://www.mea.gov.in/bilateral-documents.htm?dtl/25073/IndiaCanada+Joint+Statement++++New+Vigour+New+Steps

Ministry of Railways

http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/Presentation%20on%20Achievements%20
and%20%20Plans%20of%20Indian%20Railways.pdf

Business Standard

https://www.business-standard.com/budget/article/budget-2018-a-15-years-rs35-3-trillion-plan-to-put-railways-on-track-118012700865_1.html

Hindu Business Line

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/german-firms-eye-indian-railway-projects/article23673330.ece

LiveMint

https://www.livemint.com/Industry/1iImmPi65zkMlbWDJ3PP8J/Alstom-Bombardier-tap-India-as-urban-rail-export-centre.html

LiveMint

https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/ymSkhDMPjTNIJ7hk4YxUoI/The-reality-of-doing-business-in-India.html

Business Today

https://www.businesstoday.in/current/economy-politics/ease-of-doing-businessranking-2018-india-rank-world-bank/story/263003.html

Secondary, desk based-research has formed the basis of the report along with primary research in
the form of discussion with a few rail sector SMEs in Austrade, from the rail sector in Australia and in
India.
All the data used and presented in this report was collected between July 2018 and August 2018.
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Disclaimer
The Commonwealth of Australia represented by the Australian Trade and Investment Commission
(Austrade) has commissioned VNA Consulting Services to develop this report. The report is a general
overview and is not intended to provide exhaustive coverage of the topic. The information is made
available on the understanding that the Commonwealth of Australia is not providing professional
advice.
The primary and secondary information collected for the purpose of this report has been duly
referenced / sourced.
While care has been taken to ensure the information in this report is accurate, the Commonwealth
does not accept any liability for any loss arising from reliance on the information, or from any error or
omission, in the report.
Any person relying on this information does so at their own risk. The Commonwealth recommends
the person exercise their own skill and care, including obtaining professional advice, in relation to
their use of the information for their purposes.
The Commonwealth does not endorse any company or activity referred to in the report, and does not
accept responsibility for any losses suffered in connection with any company or its activities.
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The Australian Trade and Investment Commission
(Austrade) is the Australian Government’s international trade
promotion and investment attraction agency.

We deliver quality trade and investment services to
businesses to grow Australia’s prosperity. We do this by
generating and providing market information and insights,
promoting Australian capability, and facilitating connections
through our extensive global network.

We also provide financial assistance for exporters through
programs such as the Export Market Development Grants
scheme.

To discover how we can help you and your business visit
austrade.gov.au or contact us at info@austrade.gov.au
or on 13 28 78 (within Australia).
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